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Press release 2017-05-30 Materia receives prestigious design award in New York. On 20
May, we won the NYCxDESIGN Award for our Mr T in the category Furniture: Seating:
Stool. The prestigious award honours outstanding design products and is created by
Interior Design Magazine and ICFF (International Contemporary Furniture Fair). Over
700 submissions from 109 different countries participated in the competition.
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Materia receives prestigious
design award in New York.

On 20 May, we won the NYCxDESIGN Award for our Mr T in the category Furniture:
Seating: Stool. The prestigious award honours outstanding design products and is created
by Interior Design Magazine and ICFF (International Contemporary Furniture Fair). Over
700 submissions from 109 different countries participated in the competition.
 
  "Mr T is a unique piece of furniture that makes an impression either on its own or in a
group of stools. It is so exciting that it made it all the way and won in tough competition,"
says Tobias Söder, Sales and Marketing manager at Materia. The award was presented for
the second year running by the leading design publication Interior Design Magazine and
ICFF. The aim of the award is to promote innovative and outstanding design projects. The
ceremony was held at MoMA (Museum of Modern Art) in New York, where 30 jury
members decided on the various category winners.
 
Mr T is designed to let you sit in several different ways. The stool comes in two heights and
can be upholstered in many different fabrics, making it easy to create a varied and
interesting environment for both shorter and longer discussions.
 
Materia was founded in 1992 and is one of Scandinavia's most renowned brands within the
field of design furniture for public spaces. The company develops and manufactures
furniture and interior fittings with an innovative design that makes the user's everyday life
easier.

Contact:
Tobias Söder tobias.s@materia.se +46 705-385655 

Mr T
Design: Roger Duverell, Ola Giertz

Read more about Mr T
Read more about Roger Duverell
Read more about Ola Giertz
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